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Robust and fast in vivo treatment verification is expected to increase the clinical
efficacy of proton therapy. The combined detection of prompt gamma rays and
neutrons has recently been proposed for this purpose and shown to increase the
monitoring accuracy. However, the potential of this technique is not fully
exploited yet since the proton range reconstruction relies only on a simple
landmark of the particle production distributions. Here, we apply machine
learning based feature selection and multivariate modelling to improve the
range reconstruction accuracy of the system in an exemplary lung cancer case
in silico. We show that the mean reconstruction error of this technique is reduced
by 30%–50% to a root mean squared error per spot of 0.4, 1.0, and 1.9 mm for
pencil beam scanning spot intensities of 108, 107, and 106 initial protons,
respectively. The best model performance is reached when combining
distribution features of both gamma rays and neutrons. This confirms the
advantage of hybrid gamma/neutron imaging over a single-particle approach
in the presented setup and increases the potential of this system to be applied
clinically for proton therapy treatment verification.
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1 Introduction

Proton therapy is an emerging technology in the context of cancer radiotherapy that
features an advantageous dose profile due to the so-called Bragg peak, a steep dose maximum
at the end of the proton range whose position can be tailored to the tumour volume. Due to
the dependence of the proton interaction cross sections on the traversedmaterial, this proton
range can only be accurately predicted during treatment planning if the exact patient
anatomy during irradiation is known over the whole treatment course. In most cases, this
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knowledge is incomplete, since the patient anatomy may vary, e.g.,
due to tumour shrinkage, weight loss, digestion and breathing,
because the patient setup may not be exactly reproducible, and
due to limitations in inferring the material properties from the
patient computed tomography (CT) images [1]. This induces
uncertainties in the treatment planning, which can lead to sub-
optimal tumour control and adverse side effects in healthy
organs [2].

To counteract this, several strategies are being pursued,
including repeated (cone-beam) CT imaging, surface tracking,
and the use of fiducial markers. The advantage of secondary-
radiation monitoring over these approaches is that it promises
direct, in vivo feedback on the applied proton range in the
patient without prolonging the treatment workflow and without
inflicting additional radiation dose or surgical intervention on the
patient [3]. First clinical prototypes measuring the distribution of

prompt gamma rays emitted in the patient to monitor the correct
treatment application are currently already undergoing clinical
studies [4, 5]. Beyond this, it has recently been shown that the
detection of fast neutrons in addition to gamma rays can provide
complementary information and increase the monitoring accuracy
by about 1 mm. This approach is referred to as NOVO (NeutrOn
and gamma-ray imaging for real-time range VerificatiOn and image
guidance in particle therapy) and has been shown feasible in a
proposed prototype simulation study (cf. Figure 1; [6]).

However, the minimum detectable range deviation with this
hybrid multi-particle approach is still higher than 5 mm for clinical
low-intensity spots [6]. One of the main fields of improvement here
appears to be the range reconstruction method, which is currently
based only on the arithmetic mean of the spatial neutron and
gamma-ray emission distributions. Yet, anatomical deviations
lead to changes in the emission distribution not covered by the

FIGURE 1
Schematic view of the simulation setup. Proton pencil beams (blue) were directed at a lung tumour in a patient CT. Emitted gamma rays (white) and
neutrons (yellow) were scored in the detector, consisting of scintillators (1), a support structure (2) and photodetectors (3). Their distribution of origin was
then reconstructed from scatter kinematics used to construct cones that describe possible incidence directions of gamma rays and neutrons, and back
projection of these cones. Figure adapted from [6], licensed under CC BY 4.0

FIGURE 2
Input gamma-ray (A) and neutron (B) emission distributions along the beam axis z, simulated without and with incorporating a realistic detector
resolution, for 109 initial protons. A 5 mm range shift (red) leads to a shape change of the distribution, including a broadening and intensity increase.
Distributions with incorporated detector resolution were used for this study. The histogram bin width is 2 mm. Note that the displayed intensity range
varies between the subfigures.
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arithmetic mean, such as broadenings and intensity changes (cf.
Figure 2).

Therefore, the aim of this work is to apply an improved
reconstruction method in order to increase the proton range
reconstruction precision of the NOVO treatment verification
method. The presented approach is based on a standardised
distribution feature assortment, out of which strongly predictive
parameters are selected by machine learning and combined to
multivariate regression models. The method is introduced in the
following section, validated and compared against the current
method in Section 3, and the results and implications are
conclusively discussed in Section 4.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Setup and secondary particle production
distributions

Simulated secondary particle distributions described in detail
by Meric et al. [6] were used as input data for this study. The setup
and distribution reconstruction are shortly summarized in the
following.

The simulations were performed using the toolkit GATE v.
8.2 [7] and a publically available lung cancer patient CT [8] (see
Figure 1). The introduced hybrid neutron/gamma detector was a
scintillator allowing for position-resolved time and energy
determination and gamma/neutron discrimination by pulse-
shape discrimination. The detector is referred to as
NOVCoDA (NOVO Compact Detector Array), has a volume
of 30 cm3 × 20 cm3 × 20 cm3, and consists of optically segmented
organic glass bars with dual-ended silicon photomultiplier light
readout. A pencil beam scanning (PBS) treatment plan spot was
simulated by a posterior proton beam of 85 MeV with a width of
4.7 mm (FWHM) and 2.5 mrad divergence directed centrally at
the tumor.

Secondary particles generated in the patient were tracked and
the phase-space information of those interacting with the detector
volume were scored. Double elastic scatter events on hydrogen-1
nuclei were evaluated for neutrons and triple scatter events were
evaluated for prompt gamma-rays. Background due to wrong event
sequences was included, whereas random coincidences were not
modelled. The applied energy cuts were 100 keV for incident
neutrons and 10 keV for incident prompt gamma-rays. The time
resolution, position resolution, energy resolution and segmentation
effects of a realistic detector were accounted for by smearing out the
phase-space distributions accordingly prior to reconstruction (see
[6]; Figure 2). Event cones were then kinematically reconstructed
from the time-of-flight between detector elements (only for incident
neutrons), the deposited energy and the positions of interaction.
Finally, the distribution of the particle origin in the patient was
estimated by a simple back projection algorithm and projected onto
the beam axis.

In order to evaluate the ability of the system to quantify range
deviations, this process was repeated 21 times with range-shifted
versions of the patient [6]. For this, range deviations of up to ±5 mm
were introduced in steps of 0.5 mm in the CT by adding and
removing surface tissue, respectively. For each case, the

simulation was performed with 109 initial protons. Realistic spot
intensities (106 to 108 protons per spot) were achieved by sub-
sampling [9] of the projected distributions (see Figure 3).

2.2 Range reconstruction by multivariate
modelling

To estimate the range deviation ΔR from the projected
distributions p(z), previous work [6] used the arithmetic mean of
the distribution as a range landmark RL = ∑(p(z) · z)/∑p(z) and
considered the difference between the RL of two distributions to be
approximately equal to the introduced range deviation between
those two (ΔR ≈ ΔRL). The performance of this RL was
compared for each particle species individually and for the
summed distribution of both particle species.

In this work, we aimed to replace this simplistic range
deviation estimation by a multiple linear regression model in
order to improve the estimation accuracy. As apparent from
Figures 2, 3, the introduction of range deviations does not only
shift the arithmetic mean (RL) of the distribution, but leads to
changes in the distribution shape. Additionally, the distributions
are subject to statistical noise, especially for low spot intensities
(see Figure 3), which may affect the arithmetic mean more
strongly than more robust measures such as distribution
percentiles. Therefore, a set of 28 distribution parameters was
tested in this work to estimate the range deviation more precisely,
including higher statistical momenta, robust histogram features,
percentiles, interquantile ranges, and the integral number of
counts.

The method is described in detail in [10]. First, relevant
distribution features were calculated from both the fast neutron
and the prompt gamma-ray distributions based on the Image
Biomarker Standardisation Initiative parameter set [11]. This
parameter set contained measures of the distribution width, such
as the standard deviation, interquartile ranges, coefficients of
variation and mean absolute deviation, measures of position,
such as the arithmetic mean and percentiles, and further
parameters such as the area under the curve. The most relevant
parameters were then selected by forward feature selection and the
Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) [12]. In
short, the forward selection method iteratively adds parameters
based on the p-value of linear regression, while the LASSO
method reduces the number of parameters by an additional
penalty term in the cost function. The feature selection was
performed once for each particle species individually and once
for a merged parameter set containing the parameters of both
particle distributions. Based on this, multivariate linear models
were generated using the most predictive features as regressors to
predict the applied range deviation from the reconstructed
distributions.

For each investigated spot intensity, the models were trained
on 40 individually re-sampled projected distributions and
validated on further 20 individually re-sampled projected
distributions. The root mean squared error (RMSE) between
estimated and actual range deviation was used as a measure to
evaluate the model performance in comparison to the previously
used method based solely on RL.
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3 Results

3.1 Predictive distribution parameters

The two studied feature selection methods (LASSO and forward
selection) showed a high agreement in the selected parameters and
attainable RMSE. The selected parameters are discussed in the
following.

For neutrons, the distribution parameter “area under the curve,”
i.e., the integral number of detected events per spot, was identified as
the single most predictive feature by both selection algorithms for all
spot intensities. Here, the model performance did not further
increase when adding more parameters to the model.

For gamma rays, the area under the curve was also most often
chosen by the feature selection. Here, a clear improvement of
accuracy was observed for multivariate models over univariate
ones. The forward selection algorithm took less parameters to
converge to the final accuracy than LASSO. It converged at three
to four parameters per model, without further relevant
improvement when adding more parameters. This result is
consistent with previous results for the prompt gamma-ray
timing system [10]. Next to the area under the curve, the median
and the mean absolute deviation of the distributions were chosen as
predictive features.

The hybrid models combining information of the neutron and
gamma-ray distributions all relied on the area under the curve of the
neutron distribution as most predictive parameter, independent of

the spot intensity and feature selection algorithm. The area under
the curve of the gamma-ray distribution was identified as the second
most important feature, confirming that the combined information
of neutrons and gamma rays is advantageous. Further often-selected
parameters were the median and the coefficient of variation of the
prompt gamma-ray distributions. The forward-selected models
converged with slightly less parameters than LASSO, again
reaching their optimal reconstruction accuracy at three to four
parameters.

3.2 Model performance and comparison

The distribution features selected by the presented method
clearly improved the range reconstruction accuracy, as compared
to the previously used RL (see Figure 4). For medium-intensity
spots (107 initial protons), the RMSE decreased from 2.8to 1.3 mm,
from 1.9 to 1.6 mm, and from 2.0 to 1.3 mm, for neutrons, gamma
rays, and hybrid models, respectively, when taking into account
only the feature identified as most predictive. When combining the
three most predictive features, the RMSE further decreased to
1.2 mm for gamma rays only and 1.0 mm for hybrid models, and
stayed at 1.3 mm for neutrons only. This corresponds to a decrease
by 37%–54% relative to the previously used method for all
distributions.

For all studied spot intensities (106 to 108 initial protons), the
uncertainty of the range reconstruction RMSE was reduced by 30%–

FIGURE 3
Resampled gamma-ray (top) and neutron (bottom) emission distributions along the beam axis z for clinically realistic spot-wise initial proton
numbers between 106 (right) and 108 (left), with (red) and without (blue) a 5 mm range shift. For better visibility, the data was smoothed with a Gaussian
filter (σ = 8 bins) for this graph. The unsmoothed data was used for analysis and is underlaid semi-transparently. The histogram bin width is 2 mm. Low-
intensity spots (with 106 to 107 protons) are most common in realistic clinical treatment plans, but exhibit the lowest signal-to-noise ratio. Note that
the displayed intensity range varies between the subfigures.
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50% by the new method (see Figure 5). For the lowest (106) and
highest (108) intensity spots, an RMSE of 1.9 and 0.4 mm was
reached, respectively.

For low and medium-intensity spots, the multivariate models
using the neutron signal alone were the least predictive of the range
deviation, which confirms previous work [6]. The multivariate
models based on the gamma-ray signal alone performed better,
possibly due to a higher number of collected events per spot. The
highest accuracy could be reached by hybrid models combining
features of the gamma-ray and neutron distributions, which
underlines the advantage of a detector system capable to evaluate
both particle types.

4 Discussion

The aim of this study was to improve the range reconstruction
accuracy of the hybrid neutron/gamma-ray treatment verification
method NOVO by use of multivariate modelling. This aim was
achieved by applying forward and LASSO variable selection on a
standardised histogram feature assortment and successive
multivariate regression. By combining distribution features of
both particle species, the newly developed models decreased the
mean prediction error by 30%–50% to 0.4, 1.0, and 1.9 mm for
pencil beam scanning spot intensities of 108, 107, and 106 protons per
spot, respectively (without spot accumulation).

FIGURE 4
Boxplot of reconstructed and actual range deviation on the validation dataset for 107 protons per spot using the combined data of both neutrons and
gamma rays. The presentedmodels are univariate models based on the previously used range landmark [arithmetic mean of the sum distribution [6]; (A)],
the distribution feature identified by forward selection as the most predictive [neutron count, (B)], and a multivariate model based on the three most
predictive features [neutron count, gamma median, gamma count; (C)]. The number of parameters used per model is given in parenthesis in the
subfigure title. The new method clearly improved the range reconstruction accuracy.

FIGURE 5
RMSE between estimated and actual range deviation for 108 (A) 107 (B) and 106 (C) protons per spot, as a function of the number of parameters
included in the model. The previously used range landmark (purple) is outperformed by the new method (blue, red) for all spot intensities. Results are
displayed for neutron data only (right arrowmarker), gamma-ray data only (left arrowmarker) and combined data of both particles (diamondmarker). The
discrete data points of the models are underlayed with a smoothed line for improved visibility (neutrons—dotted, gamma rays—dashed, combined
models—solid).
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It was seen that independent of the spot intensity, the best range
estimation accuracy was reached when combining the neutron and
gamma-ray data. This confirms the advantage of hybrid gamma-ray/
neutron imaging over a single-particle approach in the presented
setup. Using this hybrid model, about three distribution parameters
were sufficient for an accurate estimate of the range deviation on the
validation dataset, which is in agreement with previous findings for
gamma rays [10] and suggests that the model complexity is not too
high, i.e., that overfitting and a high model variance have been
avoided. The good agreement in the parameters selected by the two
tested methods (LASSO and forward selection) indicates that the
found parameters are likely independent of the selection method
and therefore reliably predictive.

When considering only one particle type, the model accuracy
was degraded, but still better from gamma ray-only than for
neutron-only data. The reasons for the neutron data being less
predictive may be three-fold: (a) the neutron yield is lower than
the gamma-ray yield at the considered proton energy of 85 MeV
[13], (b) the angular neutron emission distribution is forward-
peaked whereas the detector was placed at a lateral orientation to
the beam, and (c) the back projection reconstruction is more
difficult for lower energy neutrons that are more likely to scatter
in the patient before reaching the detector [6]. All of these factors
lead to a lower signal-to-noise ratio in the neutron distributions
than in the gamma-ray distributions, as evident in Figure 3. It is
possible that for higher proton beam energies, the neutron signal
may become more predictive, since the neutron yield increases
more steeply with increasing beam energy than the gamma-ray
yield and dominates at proton beam energies above 130 MeV
[13]. The lower signal-to-noise ratio in the neutron distributions
may also be the reason why other parameters of these
distributions than the area under the curve were not found to
be predictive of the proton range, especially the previously used
arithmetic mean.

The modelling method used in this work has previously been
shown capable of improving the range estimation accuracy of data
acquired with the prompt gamma-ray timing system with a similar
number of parameters per model [10]. In this work, it was found that
the method is directly transferable to the NOVO system without the
need for system-specific adjustments, making it a possible method of
interest also for other treatment verification systems.

In this study, we focussed on establishing the method on a single
patient dataset and beam energy and angle. This enables future
studies to investigate more generalised models covering different
patient anatomies and beam parameters to advance the clinical
translation of the NOVO system. It appears likely that these models
will consist of different distribution parameters, depending on the
proton beam energy range and the tumour entity. Following these
simulation studies, the next necessary step will be extending these
investigations to in vivo measured experimental data. First
experiments to facilitate this with a NOVCODA prototype are
currently under preparation.

The two most advanced alternative range verification systems,
prompt gamma-ray imaging and spectroscopy, have been reported
to currently reach a spot-wise range shift detection accuracy of about
2 mm [4, 14] for high-intensity spots. The accuracy of the NOVO
system was reduced to below 1 mm in this work, which is a
promising result. However, one has to note that the accuracy of

these two systems has been reported from clinical experimental data,
whereas this study relied on simulation data only. Limitations of the
simulation include the exclusion of random coincidences and
detector effects such as gain instabilities and possible limitations
in the detector throughput. Therefore, experimental data with the
NOVCoDA system is necessary to enable a direct comparison and to
present conclusive evidence for its suitability as a clinically viable
range monitoring system.

In conclusion, this study confirms that elaborate statistical
modelling is a valuable tool to enhance different types of particle
treatment verification systems and increases the potential of hybrid
neutron/gamma imaging for clinical application.
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